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1 Introduction26

Cosmological observations and data indicate that only 5 % of the universe is made up of visible27

baryonic matter, (ie the matter that we interact with daily) [1]. Further evidence suggest that dark28

matter makes up 27 % of the universe and while there is overwhelming astronomical evidence for its29

existence, such as the motion of galaxy clusters and gravitational lensing, a dark matter particle has30

yet to be directly detected [8]. Dark Matter direct detection experiments, like XENONnT utilize large31

dual phase time projection chambers (TPCs) to detect scattering events caused by potential dark32

matter particles called WIMPs (weakly interacting massive particles) [1]. The TPC in XENONnT as33

while as in other direct detection experiments relies on highly pure liquid xenon as the target material34

for WIMP interactions. When a particle enters the TPC it can scatter off of a xenon nucleus via35

nuclear recoil, or it can interact with a xenon atom’s electrons and scatter via electronic recoil.36

An electronic collision indicates that the particle can interact via the electromagnetic force, and a37

nuclear recoil indicates that a particle may not interact via the electromagnetic force [2]. A collision38

event results in the excitation of xenon atoms to for xenon daimers, upon de-excitation they emit39

scintillation light, which is detected as the S1 signal via photo-multiplier tubes that are positioned40

in arrays on the top and bottom of the TPC. Additionally, during a scattering event electrons are41

ionized from the xenon atoms. Because there is a strong electric field aligned from top to bottom of42

the TPC, the ionized electrons are drifted towards the top of the TPC into the gaseous xenon that43

is above the liquid xenon. Upon entering the gaseous phase, the drift electrons once again excite44

the xenon atoms and produce a second signal of scintillation light S2, which is proportional to the45

number of electrons released in the scattering event. From the S1 and S2 signals, the location and46

energy of the scattering event can be reconstructed [2].47

2 iMix Overview48

Understanding the evolution of impurities is critical to characterizing the backgrounds in liquid49

xenon TPCs and in developing methods to remove such impurities. Additionally the signature of50

many impurities change when they transition from the liquid to the gaseous phase, based on their51

relative volatility in liquid xenon. However, the relative volatility of many species in liquid xenon is52

unknown, and can only be determined experimentally. Based on this information methods to remove53

impurities can then be formulated. In addition to the calculation of volatility, the iMix experiment54

will also implement a cooling coil which surrounds the liquid xenon vessel and a heating element55

below the vessel which can be utilized to vary the temperature of the liquid xenon in order to study56

how heating influences the evolution of impurities in the detector.57

58

The iMix experiment is shown in figure 1 .59
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Figure 1: Schematic for IMix experimental setup.

The iMix experiment consists of a central cryostat in which gaseous/liquid xenon vessel is con-60

tained. The bottom portion of the vessel contains the liquid xenon and the upper portion will contain61

the gaseous phase xenon. As mentioned previously, a heating coil surrounds the liquid xenon portion62

of the vessel. At the top of the vessel there is a 90 Watt refrigerator which can cool the system.63

Additionally attached to it are two temperature gauges. At this location the vaporized xenon can64

be cooled and will re-condense, installed below it is a small funnel that will allow the re-condensed65

xenon to flow back into the liquid portion of the vessel. Additionally within this vessel there are66

three small tubes with connections to a residual gas analyzer (RGA), these tubes can be seen in the67

diagram connecting to a selector valve labeled "MV201". Here gas can be sampled from the vessel68

from either, the liquid xenon portion, right above the liquid xenon portion, or in the gaseous region of69

the vessel. The sampled gas can then be analyzed using the RGA to determine the composition of the70

sample. Additionally it can be seen that in the connection between the selector valve MV201 and the71

RGA, there is also a turbo pump and a backing pump (TMP102 and BP101) which are used to keep72

the RGA sampling vessel at or below the necessary pressure for the RGA to function. In addition73

to this the main cryostat is also kept at vacuum and is pumped via a turbo pump (TMP101) and74

the backing pump. Also on the diagram there is connection to sampling bottles that can be added75

to vessel as desired. It is also important to note the green level meter that is in the liquid xenon76

vessel (LM201), which indicates the level of the liquid xenon in the vessel. Additionally there is a77

thermometer in the liquid xenon portion of the vessel, as while as one in the heating plate. It is not78

indicated in this diagram, but the entire inner vessel is also wrapped in several layers of multi-layer79

insulation in order to reduce heat lost to the surroundings.80

81

82

2.1 Residual Gas Analyzer83

Within this experiment the Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA) is the main source information for
understanding the composition and behavior of the contents of the xenon vessel.The RGA is used to
measure the charge to mass ratio (M/z) of the molecules or atoms in a gas sample.This reveals the
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composition of the gas and can be used to infer other characteristics of the gas and species in it. [7].
Residual Gas analyzers consist of three parts, the ionizer, mass filter and a detector ref[]. The RGA
in the iMix experiment is the Extorr XT300(M) which which utilizes a open ion source, quadropole
residual gas analyzer, a Faraday cup for ion collection , and additionally has an electron multiplier [7].
The open ion source consists of a filament made of Thoria coated Iridium which produces electrons
that are focused to collide with the gas sample molecules to create positively charged ions. The ions
are then focused towards the mass filter [5]. The mass filter for the Extorr XT300(M) is a quadrupole
mass analyzer diagrammed in figure 2.

Figure 2: Quadrupole Mass Analyzer.

The analyzer consists of four parallel rods spaced equidistant from a central axis. Opposite pairs of
rods have an opposite DC potential applied to them so that each pair has +U and -U charge. The
two positively charged rods create a potential "well" near the central axis along which the positive
ions are conditionally stable. An RF field is then applied on top of the DC voltage so that the charge
on the rods is equal to U + V cos(ωt) and thus varies with time. This creates a situation in which
the positive ions are on a potential "hill" for a small portion of the RF cycle and during this time
they are outwardly accelerated by the electric field. Heavy ions will have too much inertia to be
affected much during this cycle, and as a result they will remain within the central region of the
rods. The light ions however, will accelerated and quickly fly out of the center and collide with the
surrounding rods. The lighter ions are rejected after fewer RF cycles than heavier ions, and thus the
positively charged rods act as a high pass filter. On the other hand, the two rods with a negative DC
voltage with the opposite RF voltage as the positive rods, so that the charge on the rods is equal to
−U − V cos(ωt). The heavy ions are more affected by the constant DC potential, but because it is
negative it accelerates them towards the negatively charged rods where they collide and are removed.
The lighter ions however are more affected by the RF potential so that they are accelerated towards
the central axis and remain focused in the quadrupole.The negatively charged electrodes, then act as
a low pass filter. Together the positively and negatively charged pairs of electrodes create a filter that
only allows a specific charge to mass ratio to have a stable trajectory within the quadrupole [5]. The
result is then that only ions of specific charge to mass will reach the final detector. During a mass
sweep, the ratio of dc to ac voltages is kept constant, but the magnitudes of the potentials is linearly
increased. The result is that as the magnitude of the potential increases, larger mass to charge ratios
become stable. This means that by sweeping the dc ac voltage over time different charge to mass
ratio ions can be detected. The equations of motion which govern the ion trajectories are described
by second order differential equations known as the Mathieu Equations given below where e is the
electron charge, U is the applied DC voltage, m is the ion mass, r0 is the distance from the central
z axis, ω is the angular frequency of the applied ac potential, V is the magnitude of the applied ac
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potential, and x and y are distances in the x and y axis as shown in figure 2 [5].

α =
4eU

ω2r20m
(1)

q =
2eV

ω2r20m
(2)

d2x

dt2
+

ω2

4
[α + 2qCos(ωt)]x = 0 (3)

d2y

dt2
− ω2

4
[α + 2qCos(ωt)]y = 0 (4)

84

The stability of the ion trajectories is only dependent on the parameters α and q.Typically in a85

quadrupole analyzer the parameters ω and r0 will be held constant, as a result each specific charge86

to mass ratio will have it’s own stability peak described by the solution to Matheiu’s equations. A87

graph of stability peak for a set of parameters is shown below in figure 3. [5] For different masses,

Figure 3: a-q stability diagram, the stable region corresponds to stable solutions to Matheius equa-
tions.

88

the stability diagram will vary such that the values of the a and q for which the trajectory is stable89

is different. The result is a a series of stability regions that is shown in figure 4. [?] The blue line in

Figure 4: a-q stability diagram for multiple mass regions, the x and y axis show DC and AC voltage
respectively the diagram still displays stability regions for which at a corresponding voltage a specific
mass and charge is stable, the stable region corresponds to stable solutions to Matheius equations.

90
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the figure shows the the scan line for a particular ratio of U
V

it can be seen that as the magnitude of91

the potentials increases, the range of mass an ion can have in order for it to be detected decreases.92

In order to detect each ion specifically the mass scan is most sensitive when the ratio of U/V is such93

that the ions with stable trajectory for that time period of the scan are only of one mass. The graph94

depicts this as the blue line the only intersecting the top peak of the stable a-q for a specified mass,95

such that mass + 1 amu resolves to a different peak. If the ratio of U/V is too small, the slope of96

the scan line would be less steep, and for a particular stability region, multiple different types of97

ions would be detected at the detector. If the ratio is too large, than not enough or any ions for98

a particular mass region would be detected.The optimal parameters for an RGA depend largely on99

the situation and what ions are being detected, but no matter what in order to be sure that there100

is sensitive enough resolution to distinguish one ion from another, the U/V ratio should intersect101

the stability graphs for one ion at a time with m+1 being located in an instability region at that102

particular point.103

104

The ions with stable trajectories eventually are collected in a Faraday Cup, the charge of the ions105

is converted to a current where it is measured and can be converted to relate to the number of ions106

in the chamber, or the partial pressure of that species. The measurement on the Faraday cup is107

mass independent, but because the current is what is being measured, ions with larger charges will108

correspond to larger changes in current.109

110

The RGA in the IMix experiment also comes equipped with an electron multiplier (SEM), which111

is located after the Faraday cup and can be used to amplify the current that is being measured. This112

allows for better resolution at low pressures, however the role the SEM plays in the resulting mass113

spectrum can very based on scan parameters and is one parameter of interest in this experiment. The114

goal being to understand how to best use the SEM to gain an accurate and resolved mass spectrum115

from the RGA.116

117

The data from an RGA scan results in spectrum which show the charge to mass ratio of detected ions,118

versus the current of those ions, which is proportional to the partial pressure of that gaseous species.119

Because different molecules and atoms can ionize to form multiple different ions, the resulting spectra120

will resolve each individual ion type. The spectrum for air also known as the "cracking pattern" is121

shown below.122

For the IMix experiment the RGA must be particularly sensitive to ionized xenon as while as123

impurities of interest including, H2 , He, Ar, Kr, Rn, and O2. Tuning the RGA for optimal sensitivity124

requires many considerations, but the fist step is to reduce the background in order to be able to125

tune the RGA to locations of interest.126

127

The impurities for which we want to study exist in the liquid and gaseous xenon and vessel, but128

any leaks or residual gas in the tubing that leads to the RGA will also be detected. In order to129

properly understand the composition of the xenon vessel the background must be characterized. Ad-130

ditionally an understanding of how the RGA responds to background is helpful in the process of131

tuning it.132

2.2 Volatility133

The volatility of a species describes its tendency to vaporize [3]. Similarly the relative volatility
of a species describes how likely it is to vaporize compared to the other species in solution with it.
The relative volatility of species in liquid xenon helps describe how the species will evolve in a LXe
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TPC. A less volatile species will accumulate in the liquid xenon phase of the detector, whereas a more
volatile species will accumulate in the gaseous xenon phase of the detector. As mentioned previously,
the relative volatilities of most species in xenon is unknown and must be determined experimentally
as is the goal of the IMix experiment.
The volatility of a species is temperature and pressure dependent. The volatility of a species is defined
as the vapor pressure of the species divided by the liquid mole fraction of the species in solution as
shown in equation 5. [3]

volatility =
Pi

χi

(5)

Where Pi is the vapor pressure for species i, and χi is the mole fraction of species i in liquid.
The relative volatility of a species in liquid xenon is the ratio of the volatilities of the impurity and
liquid xenon. This is also equal to the ratio of vapor pressures of the impurity and liquid xenon
shown below.

α =
volatilityIM
volatilityXe

=
PIM

PXe

(6)

Where α is the relative volatility of the impurity and PIM and PXe are the vapor pressure of impurity134

and xenon respectively.135

The vapor pressure of a species is found in the IMix experiment by measuring the partial pressures136

of a species at a given temperature and pressure. From this the concentration of the species can be137

determined, and the vapor pressure can be solved for as long as the temperature and pressure are held138

constant. So in the IMix experiment, the relative volatility of impurities in xenon can be determined139

by measuring the partial pressures, and temperature of a sample. As mentioned in the previous140

section, the RGA is used to measure the pressure of component species in a gas. Measurements141

of gases with the RGA, along with carefully controlled temperatuer and pressures within the IMix142

apparatus will allow for the relative volatilites of impurities in xenon to be found. To reiterate the143

importance of this, the relative volatility describes how the impurity will evolve in a LXe TPC, and144

also allows for methods to remove the impurity using distillation to be developed. All of this is145

motivated by the potential to use this information to reduce the background in LXe TPCs in order146

to be more sensitive to signals cause by dark matter particles.147

3 Construction148

A large portion of the project this summer was constructing the IMix apparatus. We had to149

install all of the sample tubing as while as the valves as shown on the IMix diagram. Additionally150

any tubing or valves that was installed had to be leak checked to insure that no additionally impurities151

are entering the system. Below is a photograph of us installing the temperature sensor and level meter152

for the LXe vessel. We then had to preform diagnostics on the electronic read out and connect to153

the appropriate gauges to characterize how the sensors would behave. Additionally the liquid xenon154

vessel had to be installed as while as the tubing for the liquid nitrogen cooling system that surrounds155

it. As each consecutive layer was built and leak checked the system was able to be closed. Below are156

several images from the construction process. Figure a) shows the installation of the temperature157

sensor that sits in the liquid xenon, additionally the level meter was installed. The level meter is158

a highly sensitive capacitor that relates the capacitance to the level of liquid xenon in the vessel.159

Diagnostics of the level meter were preformed and are presented in the next section. Image b) shows160

the installed piping for liquid nitrogen that will be supplied outside of the LXe vessel to provide161

cooling. During this proccess we learned about welding, tube cutting and fitting, proper cleaning162

and handling of the vessels. Additionally all of the tubing that was installed had to be leak checked.163
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Leak checking involves connecting a vacuum leak detector to the area in which you wish to check for164

leaks. The leak detector contains an RGA that is tuned to detect helium. Outside of the region you165

wish to leak check helium is systematically sprayed such that each fitting receives helium with time166

in between for the leak detector to respond. The leak detector shows the throughput of helium to the167

detector, if a leak is detected the through put will increase significantly and show the magnitude of168

the leak. Figure d) below shows the open IMix apparatus, on top the refrigerator can be seen, in the169

region underneath the liquid xenon vessel is attached and lowered into the outer vacuum chamber.170

(a) Installation of temperature
and level meter.

(b) Installation of liquid nitro-
gen cooling pipes.

(c) Installation of sampling
tubes.

(d) IMix apparatus open.
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4 Selected Calculations171

As the IMix apparatus was built, several calculations were preformed in order to understand the172

expected performance of different components. This section will focus on the calculations performed173

to understand the expected heat flow into the LXe vessel, and to determine the maximum allowable174

leak rate into the RGA vessel.175

4.1 Heat Flow Calculation176

The liquid xenon in the vessel needs to be kept at 177K. In order to achieve this temperature,
the vessel is surrounded by vacuum, wrapped in multilayer insulation (MLI) and connected to a
refrigerator which can extract a certain amount of heat. Despite this there is still some heat flow
into the LXe, this calculation is to make sure the refrigerator is capable of extracting the necessary
amount of heat. It is important that the refrigerator can achieve this because in order to accurately
measure volatilties, as is the goal of this experiment, the temperature and pressure of the system
needs to be held constant. If there is heat flowing into the LXe, the temperature will not be constant
and there will be error in the recorded measurements. This calculation is just a first order estimate,
but if its results were close to being near the limit of the refrigerator, a more vigorous calculation
would be needed.
The two main sources of heat flow into the LXe are from radiative heat flow from the outer vessel
and from conductive heat transfer from the residual gases in the MLI. The figure below shows a
schematic illustration of heat flow.

Figure 6: Heat Flow into LXe.

The rate of heat transfer for two bodies separated by vacuum and within visual range of each other
is given by

Q = σA1FAFE(T
4
1 − T 4

2 ) (7)

Where T1, T2 are the temperatures of the hot and cold boundary respectively. A1 is the surface area
of one of the bodies, FA is a shape and orientation factor of one of the bodies with respect to A1, Fe is
the absorbance and emission factor for the two bodies, and σ is the Stephan Boltzmann constant. [4]
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Because the LXe vessel is completely surrounded by the outer vessel FA = 1. The configuration of
the two vessels can be approximated as two concentric cylinders, so that the absorbance and emission
factor can be found by

FE =
1

1
ϵ1
+ ( r1

r2
)[( 1

ϵ2
)− 1]

(8)

Where r1 is the radius of the LXe vessel, r2 is the radius of the outer vessel, and ϵ1 and ϵ2 are the
emissivities of the LXe vessel and outer vessel respectively.
For this system the outer vessel T1 = 300K and the inner LXe vessel T2 = 177K. The emissivity
of both surfaces is ϵ1 = ϵ2 = 0.3. and the inner and outer radii are 38mm and 174mm respectively.
Using equation 7 the emission factor FE is found to be 0.2696. Solving for the surface area A1 as
the surface area of the inner cylinder equal to 0.023mm2.Then the overall heat transfer rate can be
solved for using equation 6 as follows

Q = σ(0.023)(0.2696)(3004 − 1774) (9)

Q = 2.54W/m2 (10)

So the amount of heat flow due to radiative heat transfer is less 3W/m2. For context, without the
vacuum insulation this heat flow would be about 100 times larger.
The other form of heat transfer considered in this calculation is due to the conduction of heat by
residual gases in the multi-layer insulation. Multi-layer insulation (MLI) is made up of several layers
of highly reflective materials separated by layers of insulation. MLI is known to have extremely low
thermal conductivity and is widely used within cryogenic systems. In our experiment, several layers
of MLI is wrapped around the LXe vessel in a sort of blanket in order to prevent any additional
radiative heat from flowing into the vessel. For MLI to work effectively it needs to be in vacuum,
and although our system is, any residual gases within the MLI will conduct heat to the LXe. The
rate of heat flow due to this residual gas can be found using the equation for conductive heat transfer
(equation 10) [4]

Q = −kA
T1 − T2

∆x
(11)

Where k is the thermal conductivity of the material,A is the surface area, and ∆x is the total material
thickness through which heat is being transferred. The apparent thermal conductivity for MLI is
given by

ka =
1

n/∆x
[hs + (

σeT2

2− e
)[1 + (

T1

T2

)2](1 +
T1

T2

)] (12)

Where n/∆x is the number of insulation layers per unit thickness, hS is the solid conductance of the
MLI spacer material and e is the emissivity of the MLI. MLI had a n/∆x ≈ 2000, a solid conductance
of 0.0851 and emissivity of 0.035. From this equation 11 then becomes

ka =
1

2000
[0.0851 + (

σ0.035177

2− 0.035
)[1 + (

177

300
)2](1 +

177

300
)] = 7.18× 10−5W/m2 (13)

Then using the apparent thermal conductivity calculated to solve for the total heat flux equation 10
becomes

Q = −7.18× 10−5(0.023)
177− 300

1
= 0.0172W/m2 (14)

The addition of the MLI to the system allows for very good insulation of the LXe. In total from both177

radiative and conductive heat transfer, the total heat flow is less than 4W/m2 which is well within178

the cooling capabilities of the refrigerator that is part of the IMix setup.179
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4.2 Maximum Tolerable Leak Rate Calculation180

As mentioned previously one task as the detector was being built, was to leak check the system for
places the can allow leaks and impurities into the detector. Although the majority of the leaks found
were small, it was important to determine what the largest allowable leak rate could be so that the
RGA could still resolve the level of impurities from the desired sample down to 100 ± 10ppm. This
means that the leak would only add an additional 10ppm to the RGA sample. The two locations for
which leaks are considered in this calculation are from the outside of the vessel into the RGA sample
volume, and from the inside tube fittings in the GXe volume. The first step of this calculation will be
to determine the maximum leak rate from outside the vessel in the location around LV201 in figure
1.
First the through put (the quantity of gas that passes through the RGA vessel in a certain amount
of time) through the RGA when the leak valve LV201 is closed must be determined [7].Throughput
is given by

Q0 = P0S (15)

Where P0 is the pressure of the RGA volume with no sample present, and S is the pumping speed
of the turbo pump connected to the RGA.The pressure of the system before sampling is around
(2 ∗ 10−8mbar and the pumping speed is 200L/. This means that the throughput through the RGA
when the leak valve is closed Q0 = 4 ∗ 10−6mbarL/s.
When the leak valve is open a volume from inside the Xenon Vessel is pumped into the RGA vessel.
Additionally some volume from outside of the vessel will leak into the RGA vessel. The maximum
tolerable leak rate is the maximum rate of impurity flow into the RGA from the outside such that
only 10ppm (10 percent)more impurities will be added to sample, so that 100ppm impurities which
come from the gaseous Xenon itself can still be detected. The through put from this sample volume
to the RGA is found by determining the throughput through the leak valve (LV201) and subtracting
from it the throughput through the RGA when the valve is closed. The throughput through the
RGA when LV201 is open can be found by modifying equation 14 to become

Q2 = P1S −Q0 (16)

Where P1 is the pressure in the RGA volume when LV201 is open which is equal to 5 ∗ 10−7mbar.
Using the result from above and the same pumping speed (S) then Q2 = 9.6 ∗ 10−5. This is the
rate of gas flow through the RGA. Since we want to be able to detect concentration of impurities of
100ppm with 10% error, then assuming the leak is 100% of the impurity we want toe measure, the
leak rate can only account for an increase in throughput impurity by 10%. The maximum tolerable
leak rate can be found using the following equation

QL = Q2(χG)(0.1) (17)

Where χG is the mole fraction of impurity in the sample, and 0.1 is the maximum 10% addition that
can come from an outside leak. Replacing χG with 100ppm and Q2 with the result from above, the
maximum tolerable leak rate is found to be QL = 9.6× 10−10mbarL/s. This means that in order for
the RGA scan to be sensitive to the impurities of interest to within 100ppm ± 10 ppm, the measured
leak rate from the fittings outside the vessel before LV201, must be less than 9.6× 10−10mbarL/s
Then to find the maximum tolerable leak rate from inside the xenon vessel such that any leak from
the fittings in the gaseous region would still allow for the desired sensitivity to impurities when
sampling from the liquid xenon region. In other words, when the selector valve (MV204) is situated
such that a sample from the liquid xenon region of the vessel can be analyzed in the RGA, there will
be additional impurities added to that sample from the gaseous region in the vessel, due to leaks in
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the tube fittings. In order for the sensitivity to impurities in the LXe region to still be 100ppm, and
for the addition of impurities from GXe to only add 10% impurities then the total through put to
the RGA vessel is given by the following equation

Q2 = Q3 +QL (18)

Where Q2 is the total through put to the RGA, Q3 is the through put from the xenon vessel, and
QL is the leak rate from the xenon vessel.
The total throughput of impurities to the RGA can be found by multiplying the throughput by the
mole fraction of impurities in the region of sampling. Because different species of impurities have
different volatilities in xenon the mole fraction in GXe vs LXe will be different for different impurities.
For this calculation we assumed that the desired impurity would be 100 times more concentrated in
LXe than in GXe. To get the total impurities through put to the RGA equation 17 becomes

Q2(χG)(1.1) = Q3(χG) +QL(χL) (19)

Where χG is the mole fraction of impurity in GXe and χL is the mole fraction of impurity in LXe,
because

χL = χG ∗ 100 (20)

equation 18 then becomes
Q2(χG)(1.1) = Q3(χG) +QL(χG)(100) (21)

The total throughput of impurities to the RGA in total can only be 10% larger than the throughput
of impurities from the leak and the LXe region combined. Equation 20 simplifies to

Q2(1.1) = Q3 +QL(100) (22)

In addition to equation 20, equation 17 must still hold true and Q2 is still equal to 9.6×10−5mbarL/s181

as found in equation 15. This results in a system of equations in which QL and Q3 can be solved for182

yielding the result QL = 9.7 × 10−8mbarL/s. During construction, upon leak testing the region we183

found the leak rate to be slightly less than the calculated maximum tolerable leak rate. This means184

that the RGA should still be able to be sensitive enough to the desired impurity in the LXe region,185

however it will be slightly close. In order to decrease the leak, an epoxy was applied around the valve186

fittings.187

188

189

4.3 Level Meter Calculation and Read Out190

Within the LXe vessel there is a highly sensitive cylindrical capacitor that functions as a LXe191

level meter. Within figure 1, the level meter can be seen in green in the LXe vessel and is labeled as192

LM201. The 40mm long capacitor has a known capacitance in liquid xenon, equal to 5pF . In order193

to characterize how the level meter would behave during the IMix experiment it was necessary to see194

how the level meter behaved in air. The capacitor is hooked up to a microchip and readout board195

that then sends a capacitance signal to a computer via bnc connector cables. To understand how the196

level meter will behave in the experiment we took capacitance readings from the capacitor in air. A197

measurement was taken every second for 2000 seconds and the results are displayed in figure 7.198
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Figure 7: 2000 capacitance measurements from level meter in air.

The capacitance measurements were fitted to a Gaussian centered at 7.02pF with a standard
deviation of 0.01pF . This Gaussian distribution revels that there is some variation in the recorded
capacitance measurement although the actual capacitance can be assumed to be unchanging, be-
cause of small and consistent variation this result is not concerning, and can be expected to remain
consistent within liquid xenon. Additionally the expected measured capacitance for this capacitor in
air was calculated using the equation for capacitance of a cylindrical capacitor below

C =
2πϵ0

ln( b
a
)
L (23)

Where ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, a and are the inner and outer radius of the cylinders
respectively, and L is the length of the capacitor. For the capacitor used in the IMix experiment,
the calculated expected capacitance was found to be equal to 3.63pF . From this calculation it can
be seen that the measured capacitance differs by about 3pF from the expected value. We attribute
this increase in capacitance to the contribution from the wires to the read out device, and can expect
the additional 3pF to be consistent throughout the experiment. This means that the expected
capacitance measurement, when the level meter is completely submerged in LXe is 8pF . From this
the level of the LXe can be determined based on the measured capacitance due to the permittivity
of LXe to electric field to be different than that of air. The expected resolution of the level meter
was found assuming that the variation in measurement from air is the same as in LXe. Thus the
resolution is found by dividing the standard deviation of the sample measurement Gaussian, by the
capacitance per mm of the level meter as shown in the equation below

resolution =
0.01pF

8pF
40mm

= 0.05mm (24)

From this calculation it can be seen that the level meter is extremely sensitive and can resolve the199

liquid xenon level to high precision.200

5 Data Collection and Analysis201

The following section displays data and analysis methods used to characterize the RGA this sum-202

mer. As mentioned previously the RGA is crucial to understanding the components of samples taken203
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from the xenon vessel, but in order to understand the results and gain the best resolution from the204

RGA scans sample scans were taken. First, scans were taken of the background in the RGA vessel,205

second was a scan taken with a sample of known amount of Xe and He, and last was a scan taken of206

the RGA vessel after baking in order to reduce background. Additionally a scan was taken in ’trend’207

mode of the RGA, in order to understand some characteristics of sample time and size for the system.208

209

5.1 RGA Background Scans210

To fully understand the results that will be obtained during the IMix experiment, it was crucial211

to understand the response of the RGA. The first step in doing this, was to take an RGA scan at212

vacuum. The components in vacuum will be present as a baseline throughout the experiment, and213

thus are called ’background’. This background determines the minimum sensitivity the RGA can214

have because any additional samples will be added on top of this background. In order to understand215

the future samples taken it is important to characterize this RGA background. Additionally these216

scans served as a test to make sure the RGA parameters were tuned properly and to see if any217

adjustments needed to be made. [6]218

As discussed earlier, the RGA scans through a range of charge to mass ratios which corresponding219

ions are stable and can be detected via a Faraday cup. The resulting measurement is a current which220

is directly proportional to the number of ions that arrived at the Faraday cup. As a result the RGA221

returns a scan of mass to charge ratio and there corresponding current measurements. Ions that are222

detected will have large peaks corresponding to the partial pressure of the species in the vessel. The223

following graph is the initial background scan taken for this experiment. The scan was taken at a224

pressure of mbar.225

Figure 8: RGA background scan taken at pressure of

The RGA scan reveals the contents of the background to be primarily the contents of air,226

H2, O2, H2O,N2 and, CO2. The background is as expected and the RGA also behaved as expected.227

The scan indicates that the parameters for the RGA scan were tuned pretty well, because the peaks228

are fairly uniform in width and can be fitted quite well to Gaussian distributions. Additionally the229

resolution is such that each peak can be distinguished fro a specific charge to mass ratio in separation230

by 1 amu. Shown below in figure 9 is a graph of the current vs charge to mass ratio of the peak231

corresponding to N2 with a Gaussian curve fit to the data. Curves like this were fitted to all of the232
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main peaks in the spectrum, the parameters from these fits are displayed in table 1. Figure 10 below233

is a bar graph of the calculated full width at half maximum for the Gaussian fit to the peaks in the234

RGA scan [6].235

(a) Gaussian Fit to N2 peak.

(b) Bar chart of the full width at half maximum
for the Gaussian fits to the peaks in the back-
ground RGA scan.

The graph of the the N2 peak is one example of the Gaussian curves that were fitted to all of the236

peaks in the background scan. The resulting fits all had a coefficient of determination (R2) of close237

to 1, indicating that the curve fits the data well. This is important because we expect the peaks to238

form Gaussian’s if the RGA is tuned properly. Additionally the Gaussian fits to the peaks all have239

fairly uniform widths as shown by figure 9, once again this shows that the RGA is well tuned and240

behaves as expected for this sample.241

Another important aspect of this data is determining how far from the expected peak location the242

observed peaks occur. In other words we would expect the N2 peak to occur exactly at 28 amu, but243

instead we see the peak at 27.8 amu. We would expect this shift to be uniform throughout the scan,244

but it is important to verify this. Below is a graph showing how much the mean of each fitted peak245

differs from the expected peak location.246

Figure 10: Difference between the expected peak location and observe peak location for each peak
from the RGA background scan in vacuum.
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From figure 10 it can be seen that the difference from the expected peak, to the observed is fairly247

consistent throughout the scan region, additionally any variation is likely due to the fitting method248

I used on the data, and with more time I expect that the difference would be consistent to a value249

of about 0.17amu throughout the scan region.250

Overall from the background RGA scans the nature of the spectrum that will be present throughout251

the experiment was determined, and the behavior of the RGA was assessed and determined to be252

tuned well for this sample.253

5.2 Xe and He Sample Scans254

To further characterize the behavior of the RGA a scan was taken of a sample containing a known255

amount of Xe and He gas. This was an important step in the calibration process because when the256

IMix experiment starts taking data, the sample in the RGA will be primarily containing xenon, so257

the RGA needs to be tuned to be as sensitive to an impurity within the xenon sample as possible.258

This calibration was done by mixing a sample containing 90% dirty xenon with 10% He gas. The259

sample bottle was then connected to one of the selector valves in MV201. From there the valve could260

be selected and the xenon sample filled the RGA vessel. The sample gas was added to the RGA261

vessel to a pressure of 1.07× 10−9mbar and a scan was taken. The graphs from this scan are shown262

below263
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(a) Comparison graph between the background
scan and the xenon sample scan focused on the
region corresponding to xenon peaks.

(b) Graph of xenon sample scan and background
scan for the region from 1-40amu.

(c) Graph of xenon sample scan and background
scan for the region from 40-140amu.

Graph a) shows the region of peaks corresponding to xenon. The scan shows 7 clearly defined264

peaks which correspond to the 7 most abundant isotopes of xenon (129Xe, 130Xe, 131Xe, 132Xe, 134Xe265

and 136Xe). Additionally the height of these peaks corresponds to the tabulated isotopic abundance266

of each species. The resolution of each isotopic peak, and the agreement with confirmed isotopic267

abundances, is a good indicator that the RGA is tuned well for the experiment. Additionally, it can268

be seen that the xenon peaks stand out well above the background. This means that during the269

experiment that the RGA will be sensitive enough to distinguish the xenon gas from the background.270

Graph b) displays the background and xenon sample scans as well, but in the region from 1-44 amu.271

The peak at 4 amu is the helium gas that is contained in the sample. Otherwise both the background272

and xenon scans exhibit peaks of the same magnitude in the same location. This is as expected and273

important because it means that the background is consistent throughout scans, and changing to274

another sample will keep the background level the same. Characterizing the background like this275

allows us to understand that any deviation above this level is due to species within a sample gas.276

So during the IMix experiment the impurities can be determined to be any components above this277

baseline background level.278

Graph c) shows the two scans over the whole scan region, from 1amu to 140amu. As expected279

the largest peaks are that of xenon (from 60amu upward) and that of helium at 4amu. The sum280

of the total xenon peaks corresponds to just about 90% of the total current measured throughout281
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the scan, which also confirms what we know about the sample. The agreement between our known282

sample composition and what was measured is a good indicator that the RGA and setup is behaving283

properly.284

Overall these scans allowed for confirmation that the RGA was sensitive to xenon in its current285

configuration. Additionally, it helped to characterize the background once again, that will be present286

throughout the experiment.287

5.3 Electron Multiplier Scans288

As mentioned earlier, the RGA also contains an electron multiplier (SEM) located after the289

Faraday cup. The SEM can be turned on or off, and increases the measured current. The SEM can290

be used to increase the sensitivity of the RGA, although it can only operate at pressures below mbar.291

As with the other components of the RGA, if the SEM is used, it is crucial to understand how it292

behaves, and by how much it can increase the sensitivity of our measurements. To do this we took a293

number of scans with and without SEM, while the xenon and helium sample was in the RGA vessel.294

A comparison of the scans is below295

(a) Comparison graph between xenon sample
scans with and without SEM in the . (b) .

(c) Graph of xenon sample scan and background
scan for the region from 40-140amu.

Graph a) compares the scans with and without SEM, focused on the region of xenon peaks. It296

can be seen that using the SEM increases the magnitude of the peak by about a factor of 2. Using297

the SEM provides higher sensitivity due to the ability to distinguish from background signals.298
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Graph b) compares the use of SEM to a scan without it focused on the region from 0-40 amu. This299

graph shows that the SEM increases the signal uniformly throughout the region. This is important300

because it means that the SEM is not affecting the nature of the results, just enhancing the sensitivity.301

Finally figure c) shows the effects of the SEM in the region from 60-140amu. These are the peaks302

corresponding to xenon. In this region as well the SEM provides an amplified signal that helps to303

distinguish xenon from the background. It should be noted however, that in this region the SEM304

increases the recorded current by a larger amount than for the lower mass ions. This is likely not a305

huge issue, but future work will need to figure out how exactly the SEM effects change with mass,306

and if there are parameters in the RGA settings that could mitigate this effect.307

The use of SEM increases the signal from the RGA and helps to increase the sensitivity of the device308

to the components of interest. However, the mass specific effects of the SEM need to be further309

investigated.310

5.4 Reduction of Background Through Baking311

Baking refers to the process of heating the vacuum vessel to stimulate the outgassing of gas312

molecules which are ’trapped’ within the pores of the vacuum chamber. Due to the slow nature of313

diffusion in solids, without the use of baking, gases will continue to outgass from the solid for a long314

time. These gases then go on to contribute to the background in the RGA measurements. The rate315

of outgassing is varies exponentially with temperature, so even a small increase in the temperature316

of the solid will increase the rate of outgassing [7].317

To test the effects of baking on our system, we baked the RGA vessel to a temperature of TEMP and318

then took RGA measurements of the background. It can be seen that the effect of baking, even for319

this modest amount of time greatly decreased the background. Graphs comparing the background320

before and after baking are shown below321
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(a) Background comparison before and after bak-
ing for the region from 1-40amu, shows reduction
in background after baking by about 10%.

(b) Comparison of before and after baking for the
peaks corresponding to H2O which shows a large
decrease in amplitude after baking.

(c) Graph comparing the peak corresponding to
N2 before and after baking.

(d) Graph comparing the peak corresponding to
CO2 before and after baking.

Baking proved to reduce the background in the RGA significantly, even when done for a short322

period of time. Graph a) shows that baking specifically functioned to reduce the reduce the back-323

ground by about 10% and specifically did so in the regions which had the largest signals in the324

initial background scan. Additionally graph b) shows that baking is extremely effective in reducing325

the water content in the vessel. The removal of water will be important in order to be able to be326

sensitive to impurities from the xenon vessel, so reducing the background contribution of water will327

be crucial before the experiment begins.328

Additionally graphs c) and d) show that baking greatly reduces two other problematic background329

signals, that of N2 and CO2 respectively. Once again the ability to greatly reduce these signals will330

increase the RGA measurement sensitivity to the impurities of interest in the IMix experiment.331

The use of baking greatly reduced the background signals in the RGA and provides incentive to332

bake for a longer period of time before beginning IMix data collection in order to further reduce the333

background and achieve maximal sensitivity to impurities of interest.334
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5.5 Xenon to Air Sample Rate and Volume Measurements335

In order to take a measurement in the RGA, a small volume of gas must be pumped from the336

area of interest into the RGA vessel. To understand how often we can take measurements of different337

samples, it is important to determine the amount of time it takes to switch completely from one338

sample to another. Additionally, it is important to know how much gas is being lost during each339

measurement, so the volume of the RGA vessel region need to be determined.340

To determine these quantities an RGA scan was taken in trend mode, focused on the masses of341

interest. At the beginning of the scan the vessel was filled with xenon and he gas from previous342

measurements. After a small period of time the selector valve at MCV201 was switched to allow for343

air to be sampled. The RGA trend continues as the volume fills with air. The rate at which the344

volume changes in composition from GXe to air is exponential and proportional to the volume of345

vessel as well as the throughput through the RGA which is determined by pressure and pumping346

speed of the turbo pump.From the RGA measurement, the time constant of the exponential rate of347

diffusion can be determined, and so can the RGA vessel volume. The graph of the RGA measurement348

is shown below349

(a) Graph of the current for xenon and air ions,
as varies with time showing exponential decrease
in xenon and increase in N2 and O2.

(b) Show the exponential increase in the amount
N2 (28 amu) in the RGA vessel with time, the
data is fitted to an exponential.

Graph a) shows that at time 0, the RGA vessel contains mostly xenon and helium (128-136amu),
but as the sample is switched the composition changes exponentially.
Graph b) focuses on the exponential increase in nitrogen gas in the vessel, this is because air is
predominantly composed of nitrogen. The fitted exponential is used to determine the time it takes
to switch fully switch from one sample to another, and the volume of the RGA vessel.
The equation describing the exponential growth is given by

y = ae
t
τ + b (25)

Where t is time and τ is the time constant, or the time for the exponential to decay or increase to350

37% of its initial value. From the exponential fit to the N2 growth data, the time constant τ , was351

found to be equal to 2123.6 seconds or about half an hour. But this is only the time to reduce the352

composition of the RGA vessel by 37%, so if we wanted to switch samples and take data of that353

sample, it would take over a day to fully remove the previous sample. This led us to determine that354

before switching samples the RGA vessel and tubing leading into it would be evacuated using the355
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turbo pump. This method will allow for measurements from multiple samples to be taken in quick356

succession, with little contamination from previous samples.357

The volume of the RGA vessel was found by multiplying the pumping speed of the turbo pump358

(which is connected to the RGA), by the pressure in the RGA and the time constant calculated359

previously. The pressure in the RGA, 2× 10−7mbar = 1stdcm3 and the pumping speed of the turbo360

pump is 200L/s, so the through put through the RGA is 4×10−5cm3/s. Multiplying the throughput361

by the time constant gives the total volume to be 0.0849cm3.362

The result of these calculations allowed us to determine that in order to take RGA measurements363

of different samples within close proximity to one another, the volume must be pumped before364

switching samples. Additionally the volume of the RGA vessel was determined, which will be useful365

in understanding particularly how much xenon gas is lost over the course of the IMix experiment.366

6 Summary and Conclusions367

The IMix experiment is designed to determine the relative volatilites of different impurities in368

liquid xenon, in order to understand their evolution in dual phase time projection chambers. Under-369

standing the behavior and volatilities of these impurities will help better characterize the background370

in TPCs and will be useful in developing methods to reduce the background by removing impurities.371

The reduction of impurities will increase the sensitivity of the TPC to signals that could be dark372

matter particles.373

This summer I helped construct the IMix apparatus and took sample measurements in order to cali-374

brate the RGA for future use. Additionally calculations were preformed in order to understand some375

of the characteristics of the IMix setup.376

We concluded from our results this summer that the RGA is well tuned to be sensitive to impurities377

in gaseous xenon. Additionally we determined that baking was successful in reducing the background378

in the RGA measurements, and that using the electron multiplier for measurements increases the379

overall sensitivity of the RGA.380

The next steps in the IMix experiment are to cool the apparatus down to 177K and fill the vessel with381

LXe. Then a number of sample measurements will be taken to understand the LXe characteristics.382

From there known amounts of impurities can be added to the vessel, and measurements of relative383

volatility can be taken. Later the use of a heating coil to experiment with the effect of heating on384

volatility and impurity evolution can also be used. The results from this summer will be useful in385

interpreting the RGA measurements for the rest of the IMix experiments.386
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